MARCH BOOK MADNESS

The NCAA and the Exploitation of College Profit-Athletes: An Amateurism That Never Was
Richard M. Southall, Vera S. Negri, Ellen J. Schromskas, Richard K. Mattick, and John B. Haney

DON'T PUT ME IN, COACH: My Incredible NCAA Journey from the End of the Bench to the End of the Bench
MARK TITUS

From the Sidelines to the Headlines: The Legacy of Women's Sports at Trinity University
Byer Gerhardt Foxley, Forwarded by Jack Connors

UNSTOPPABLE!
MY JOURNEY FROM WORLD CHAMPION TO CAMPUS TO E SWEET 16
TO 5-TIME NCAA NATIONAL GYMNASTICS CHAMPION
AND BEYOND
MAGGIE NICHOLS
WITH MARK RENGL
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY SIMONE BILES

THE BIG DANCE: The Story of the NCAA Basketball Tournament
SIRRY WINKER WITH KEN RAPPAPORT

HOW MARCH BECAME MADNESS: The NCAA's Enduring Legacy of a Spectacular Sporting Event in America
EDDIE EHREN
WITH KEN RAPPAPORT

Last Dance: Inside the Chaos of the Final Four
John Feinstein

INDENTURED: The Inside Story of the Rebellion Against the NCAA
JOE NOCERA
AND BEN STRAUSS